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Planned spending 2022
Africa
Asia

23 projects
8 projects

Disaster victims
Total world

31 projects

Fr. 165'100
Fr.

35'500

Fr.

8'000

Partner sein
Etre Partenaires
Essere Solidali

Fr. 208'600

How to donate
If you would like to support any of these projects, or
Partner sein in general, please make your payment
to:
PC 25-10000-5
or
IBAN CH32 0900 0000 2501 0000 5
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Donations are tax deductible, and you will receive a
thank you confirmation.
Another possibility for you to help people in need is to
establish a legacy. Details can be found under
www.partner-sein.ch/en/partners-legacy.
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PC 25-10000-5
IBAN CH 32 0900 0000 2501 0000 5
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Projects 2022

Dear supporters of Partner sein,

« Climate Justice - Now! »

When I saw the pictures of the catastrophic flooding in Germany, I asked myself if this was a sign
of the apocalypse. In addition came the Covid-19 pandemic which hit the poor particularly hard.
We are living in an era of increasing catastrophes. Mankind has worked itself into a situation
where it is in danger of destroying itself, and does not know what the future will bring. Today,
people must live with the consequences of their lifestyle. This applies also to less developed
countries, where the populace may be affected by these lifestyle choices without themselves being
responsible for them.
Partner sein attempts to counter this trend with projects in Africa: in Uganda, Tanzania, the
Democratic Republic of Congo, Mozambique, South Sudan and Zambia. For the majority of our
projects, the local Anglican Church is our partner, often since many years. In the Philippines we
work with the Independent Philippine Church. In addition we support an ecumenical women's
project in Hong Kong. For 2022, Partner sein has prepared 31 projects in 8 countries. New
projects are in Uganda, the renewal of power supplies to Kanoni (U 13); in the Democratic
Republic of Congo, further training for the wives of Christian ministers (K 11) and the renovation of
the medical center in Bukavu (K 14). The special project for refugees has been replaced with a
reserve for disaster relief, allowing Partner sein to react quickly and unbureaucratically to disasters
in the world, be it people fleeing from armed conflicts, epidemics, earthquakes, typhoon damage
etc., wherever people are in urgent need of help.
We thank you in advance for your support

M01 A girl band performing at the refugee camp church,
Maratane.

C01 The refuge for women, Hong Kong.

Mozambique

Fr. 6'000

M 01│Psycho-social care for refugees in Maratane camp
Fr. 6'000
17'000 refugees from Ruanda, Burundi and DR Congo are living in this camp in northern Mozambique. Some have
been there up to 20 or more years without any prospect of return to the homelands. With the help of specialists, the
Anglican diocese of Nampula is helping these refugees to develop new perspectives and prepare for a life in
Mozambique. To help give refugee children a future perspective, in 2021 and 2022 a hostel will be built for secondary
school girls where they can receive additional training in market gardening and the raising of poultry. The sale of
eggs and chickens should help to finance the running costs. Partner sein will assist with the construction and
infrastructure of the poultry farm.
Supported by IAKDM (Internationale Altkatholische Diakonie und Mission)
Philippines

Raymond Dumont, President
Robert Amstutz, Anglican Church delegate to "Partner sein"

Fr. 32'500

On the island of Bohol, IFI, the independent Philippine Church, a member of the Old Catholic Utrecht convention, run
various kindergarten in isolated villages. Children of poor families can thus, free of charge or for a small fee, attend
kindergarten. Such attendance is a prerequisite to later attend primary school. In recent years, with the help of
Partner sein, six kindergarten, with place for 250 children, have been built or renovated. Currently Partner sein
assumes the running costs (salaries, uniform costs, school materials and food).
P 01 - P 06│Kindergarten / Bohol

Donations
• A donation of CHF 50 will support a girl for 6 months at the residential school in
Masasi, Tanzania.
• A donation of CHF 100 will enable four children to attend the first school class
at Kanoni School, Uganda.
• A donation of CHF 300 will finance a solar panel for the compact solar unit at
the vocational training centre in Ibba, South Sudan.
• A donation of CHF 500 will enable a poor family to purchase one cow in
Bukavu, Democratic Republic of Congo.
• A donation of CHF 1'300 will enable the tapping of one spring for drinking water
for the benefit of hundreds of households on the island of Idjwi, Democratic
Republic of Congo.
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Fr. 28'000

P 10│Training of Female Theologians / Urdaneta, Pangasinan
Fr. 4'500
In the seminary of Urdaneta Partner sein supports the theological studies of five young women who are called to the
priesthood within the IFJ Independent Philippine Church. Small renovations of the seminary are also being financed.
Supported by the Swiss World Day of Prayer
China

Fr. 3'000

C 01│Refuge for Women / Hong Kong
Fr. 3'000
In Hong Kong, young domestic female staff from the surrounding countries are often ill-treated, and thrown out
without any means of support. "Christian Action" takes these women off the streets and into their women's refuge
homes where they are provided with a bed, food, education and legal assistance.
Immediate help for urgent need

Fr. 8'000

Wherever in the world a catastrophe occurs, be it earthquake, flooding or any other occasion when immediate help is
required, Partner sein has an unbureaucratic possibility to assist with financial help.
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K09 The school promotes healthcare through prevention and
basic first aid.

« Climate Justice - Now! »

K09 Claudaline has worked voluntarily for many years in
support of needy children.

T 07│Girls Hostel / Masasi
Fr. 3'000
The girls hostel in Masai, run by the CMM sisters, guarantees girls from the countryside safe accommodation in the
town. It also enables them to gain knowledge in domestic and garden work as well as in nutrition and basic health
care. Currently, 20 girls aged between 12 and 18 live and work at the hostel. Partner sein finances the running costs
of the hostel, the purchase of farm animals and the costs of extending the vegetable and fruit garden. Food grown
can be used to better the diet of the girls and excess may be sold to generate income for the CMM Order.
Supported by the Swiss World Day of Prayer
South Sudan

Fr. 28'000

Ss 01│Vocational schooling for young people / Ibba
Fr. 12'000
In the diocesan training centre at Ibba various training opportunities are offered to teenagers and young adults. The
number of courses offered is continually expanding. Particularly, the school helps young women who, through the
confusion of civil war or early pregnancies, were unable to finish their primary school education, to obtain
administrative skills and to learn English. This will enable them to work and support themselves. Partner sein
supports the running costs of the school as well as the purchase of a maintenance free compact solar energy supply.
Supported by the ökumenische Kampagne and the Swiss World Day of Prayer
Ss 02│Construction of a vocational training centre / Ibba
Fr. 16'000
In 2019 and 2020 the extension to the training centre as well as the construction of toilet facilities was completed. In
the future, training in a trade will also be offered, which requires a suitable workshop. The shell of the building has
been completed in 2021 and the fitting out will be completed in 2022.
Supported by Solidarität neue Welt
Zambia

Fr. 2'500

S 01│School fees for girls / Kitwe
Fr. 2'500
The Anglican church affiliated "Cecily's Fund" enables orphans and other vulnerable children to receive schooling.
Partner sein has, over the years, financed various projects, which particularly allow girls from 14 to 19 years of age to
attend secondary school. This age group is particularly prone to dropping out of school, as the parents often are not
able to find the money for education or because the girls are a welcome source of labour at home. In 2022 1'400 girls
will be supported in a new training programme with more emphasis on aspects of health and more involvement of the
parents. Health visitors, who have previously been trained by Cecily's Fund, will be involved in this programme.

More information
You can find more information about us under www.partner-sein.ch
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U02 Dormitory for pupils, Kiwenda school.

U11 Farmers household school, Bulyakamu.

Uganda

Fr. 60'600

U 01│Schooling for Aids Orphans / Kanoni
Fr. 13'000
Every year, Partner sein pays the annual school fees for 60-70 children and young people. Apart from primary and
secondary schooling we also finance vocational training. Their motivation is high and this is reflected in good notes.
This education increases their chances of being able to earn a living and live an independent life, which in turn helps
the whole village.
U 02│Dormitory, Kiwenda school
Fr. 20'000
In the last two years of primary school, pupils usually live at the school in order to attend classes held in the evening.
For this reason, the school needs a dormitory for boys and a dormitory for girls. These will be built in stages in the
next two years.
U 05│Vicarage and church, Kanoni
Fr. 2'000
The dilapidated vicarage was renovated by Partner sein a few years ago. Through their own efforts, the parish has
commenced with the construction of a new church building to replace the old church which is badly infested by
termites. The foundations and the walls have been completed, but due to various Corona lockdowns, few church
services could take place, and the cash collection income to continue building is missing. We will support the parish
with a contribution toward the roof and other works so that the new church can soon be in service.
U 11│Farmers household school, Bulyakamu
Fr. 5'000
At the household school in Bulyakamu, young women and men from the village and the surrounding area can be
trained through courses and workshops in sustainable farming methods, the use of herbal medicines and also
receive general health knowledge. The necessary buildings have been constructed, the latest one being the school
kitchen. The model garden has been prepared. A building for medical consultations combined with a small pharmacy
is the next project to be supported by Partner sein, together with workshops which will be run in 2022 subject to the
easing of Corona related restrictions. Apart from the financing of training courses, seed for the model garden and
material for the preparation of herbal medicines and ointments will be paid by Partner sein.
Supported by the Swiss World Day of Prayer
U 12│School bus, Kanoni
Fr. 16'000
There are three schools at different locations within the parish of Kanoni. Pupils often have to walk long distances to
reach them. Cooperation between the schools is difficult due to the distances involved. A 25-30 seater school bus
with the capacity to travel the local earth roads, especially in the rainy season, would alleviate these problems. A
first tranche of the financing took place in 2021 and the second tranche will be paid in 2022, which will allow the
purchase of the vehicle.
U 13│Renewal and upgrade of electricity supply, Kanoni school
Fr. 4'000
Some years ago, the school in Kanoni was fitted out for solar energy. Several of the large, heavy batteries have
been replaced, but the system is partly defect and no longer runs properly. Over the next few years we will purchase
modern, efficient, compact and modular solar boxes to replace the present system and provide light and electricity to
the classrooms and the school offices.
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K05 The women on the island of Idjwi have improved the
functionality of the springs with the construction of washing
stands.

K05 Easy to care for, sustainable technology for tapping
springs. Gravity flow provides water for whole villages on the
island of Idjwi.

Democratic Republic of Congo

Fr. 58'000

K 02│Cows for families / Bukavu, South-Kivu
Fr. 2'000
Three poor families in Bukavu will each receive one cow plus building materials for a stall as well as veterinary
support. A daily milk ration will relieve the undernourishment of the children. In addition the cow dung will provide
manure for vegetable plots. In case of need, further income may be generated through the sale of a calf. Families
will also receive instruction in animal husbandry as well as information to improve family health knowledge.
K 04│School Centre Shaloom / Bagira, Bukavu, South-Kivu
Fr. 8'000
The primary purpose of this school is to teach children in and around the town of Bagira to read and write and
combat the large scale illiteracy in the area. After the successful completion of the first school buildings and the
necessary sanitary facilities, the erection of a second school building was completed in 2020. Still to be completed is
a multipurpose room as well as offices for the teaching staff. The Shaloom school complex offers 550 primary school
and 250 secondary school pupils access to a functional and weatherproof infrastructure. This project will help to
improve local health conditions and encourage more solidarity between the various social groups in an area, which
has seen strong population growth from persons displaced by the Congolese civil war. Thanks to its good integration
in the community and with the help of neighbours, the school has been able to link into the main water supply.
K 05│Tapping of springs / Idjwi, Bukavu, South-Kivu
Fr. 5'000
The Anglican Diocese of Bukavu, is on the front line of a campaign to provide clean drinking water to combat cholera,
dysentery and typhus on the island of Idjwi in the lake of Kivu. With the help of Partner sein over 75 springs have
been tapped since 2012 and this has helped to improve the health of the local inhabitants.
K 06│Medical supplies / Idjwi, Bukavu, South-Kivu
Fr. 2'000
Sick persons should have access to basic medical facilities and the necessary medicine. Partner sein supports the
provision and the dispensing of medicines on the island of Idjwi in the lake of Kivu, especially for the treatment of
waterborne diseases such as cholera, dysentery and typhus. This project is managed by the Anglican Diocese of
Bukavu.

K09 School uniforms help the children to identify with and
feel part of their school.

K09 It is difficult to learn with an empty stomach. The
provision of midday meals is a part of schooling.

K 11│Training for the wives of Ministers / Bunia
Fr. 9'000
Ministers are trained at the theological college in Bunia. Often they are accompanied by their wives and families who
also live on the campus. The wives can attend Bible courses and receive further education in practical activities such
as sewing and knitting, information in basic health and nutrition, as well as in vegetable growing and animal
husbandry. This knowledge can be passed on to other women in the community and help to improve life in the
villages.
Supported by the Swiss World Day of Prayer
K 12│Equipping School children / Bunia
Fr. 3'000
In the eastern part of DR Congo, villages are still being regularly attacked, cattle stolen and crops destroyed. The
villagers lose their livelihood and can no longer afford the school fees for their children. In such circumstances the
state waives the fees. Partner sein assumes the costs of fitting out fifty children in the village of Boga with shoes,
school uniforms, books, pens and crayons as well as school bags.
K 13│Climate, Environment and Farming, Bunia / Bunia
Fr. 3'000
The theological faculty in Bunia is developing a programme to further the aim of environmental measures. The
establishment of a model vegetable garden at the university is a concrete and exemplary action of sustainable
farming at local level. The target is, on the one hand, to reduce climate change and on the other hand, contribute to
climate-neutral practices.
K 14│Renovation of Medical Centre / Bukavu and South Kivu
Fr. 6'000
The anglican Diocese of Bukavu, with whom Partner sein has worked for many years, maintains a network of medical
centres in the whole province of South Kivu, as well on the island of Idjwi. Through war and through the passage of
time, the infrastructure needs refurbishment. From 2022 onward we will support necessary renovation of one medical
centre a year. This year a roof will be repaired and 10 hospital beds purchased.
Tanzania

Fr. 10'000

K 07│Mobile Psychiatric clinic / Bukavu, South-Kivu
Fr. 15'000
The former Partner sein stipendiary, the psychiatrist Dr Amani Busane, concentrates primarily on the psychological
and psychiatric treatment of children and young people sexually exploited during the civil war, as well as educating
the local population in Bukavu and on the island of Idjwi about the issues involved. This project is linked to the
hospital network project run by the Anglican Diocese of Bukavu.

T 02│Training of CMM Sisters / Sayuni
Fr. 4'000
The Anglican CMM Order promotes training of their members. Particularly novices joining the Order have often only
been educated to primary school level. They must undergo further training in order to be able to meet the
challenging demands of the health centre in their future roles as nursing sisters, midwives, epidemic nurses
(malaria/HIV), laboratory assistants and administrative staff. Qualified staff from their own ranks ensures continuity
and allows them to operate a self supporting, independent health centre in Sayuni and other locations of the CMM
Order.

K 09│Support for orphans / Goma, North-Kivu
Fr. 5'000
Orphaned children should be helped in a dignified and sustainable manner to achieve an independent life and a
sustainable future. In this project, some 75 war and rape victims under the age of 10 years are being supported in
their daily lives. They receive food and clothing as well as psychiatric and educational support. This project is also
heavily supported by the local population who supply some of the financing and provide accommodation for the
children.

T 04│Kindergarten / Masasi
Fr. 3'000
Since a number of years the CMM Sisters have run 3 Montessori kindergarten where small children are prepared for
school. Attending Kindergarten greatly increases the chance that the children will regularly attend higher schools and
finish their studies. This newly constructed Kindergarten in the rapidly growing town of Masasi, was opened in 2021.
In the difficult start phase (Corona restrictions) we are financing material, meal costs and transport costs for the
children.
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functionality of the springs with the construction of washing
stands.

K05 Easy to care for, sustainable technology for tapping
springs. Gravity flow provides water for whole villages on the
island of Idjwi.
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Fr. 58'000

K 02│Cows for families / Bukavu, South-Kivu
Fr. 2'000
Three poor families in Bukavu will each receive one cow plus building materials for a stall as well as veterinary
support. A daily milk ration will relieve the undernourishment of the children. In addition the cow dung will provide
manure for vegetable plots. In case of need, further income may be generated through the sale of a calf. Families
will also receive instruction in animal husbandry as well as information to improve family health knowledge.
K 04│School Centre Shaloom / Bagira, Bukavu, South-Kivu
Fr. 8'000
The primary purpose of this school is to teach children in and around the town of Bagira to read and write and
combat the large scale illiteracy in the area. After the successful completion of the first school buildings and the
necessary sanitary facilities, the erection of a second school building was completed in 2020. Still to be completed is
a multipurpose room as well as offices for the teaching staff. The Shaloom school complex offers 550 primary school
and 250 secondary school pupils access to a functional and weatherproof infrastructure. This project will help to
improve local health conditions and encourage more solidarity between the various social groups in an area, which
has seen strong population growth from persons displaced by the Congolese civil war. Thanks to its good integration
in the community and with the help of neighbours, the school has been able to link into the main water supply.
K 05│Tapping of springs / Idjwi, Bukavu, South-Kivu
Fr. 5'000
The Anglican Diocese of Bukavu, is on the front line of a campaign to provide clean drinking water to combat cholera,
dysentery and typhus on the island of Idjwi in the lake of Kivu. With the help of Partner sein over 75 springs have
been tapped since 2012 and this has helped to improve the health of the local inhabitants.
K 06│Medical supplies / Idjwi, Bukavu, South-Kivu
Fr. 2'000
Sick persons should have access to basic medical facilities and the necessary medicine. Partner sein supports the
provision and the dispensing of medicines on the island of Idjwi in the lake of Kivu, especially for the treatment of
waterborne diseases such as cholera, dysentery and typhus. This project is managed by the Anglican Diocese of
Bukavu.

K09 School uniforms help the children to identify with and
feel part of their school.

K09 It is difficult to learn with an empty stomach. The
provision of midday meals is a part of schooling.

K 11│Training for the wives of Ministers / Bunia
Fr. 9'000
Ministers are trained at the theological college in Bunia. Often they are accompanied by their wives and families who
also live on the campus. The wives can attend Bible courses and receive further education in practical activities such
as sewing and knitting, information in basic health and nutrition, as well as in vegetable growing and animal
husbandry. This knowledge can be passed on to other women in the community and help to improve life in the
villages.
Supported by the Swiss World Day of Prayer
K 12│Equipping School children / Bunia
Fr. 3'000
In the eastern part of DR Congo, villages are still being regularly attacked, cattle stolen and crops destroyed. The
villagers lose their livelihood and can no longer afford the school fees for their children. In such circumstances the
state waives the fees. Partner sein assumes the costs of fitting out fifty children in the village of Boga with shoes,
school uniforms, books, pens and crayons as well as school bags.
K 13│Climate, Environment and Farming, Bunia / Bunia
Fr. 3'000
The theological faculty in Bunia is developing a programme to further the aim of environmental measures. The
establishment of a model vegetable garden at the university is a concrete and exemplary action of sustainable
farming at local level. The target is, on the one hand, to reduce climate change and on the other hand, contribute to
climate-neutral practices.
K 14│Renovation of Medical Centre / Bukavu and South Kivu
Fr. 6'000
The anglican Diocese of Bukavu, with whom Partner sein has worked for many years, maintains a network of medical
centres in the whole province of South Kivu, as well on the island of Idjwi. Through war and through the passage of
time, the infrastructure needs refurbishment. From 2022 onward we will support necessary renovation of one medical
centre a year. This year a roof will be repaired and 10 hospital beds purchased.
Tanzania

Fr. 10'000

K 07│Mobile Psychiatric clinic / Bukavu, South-Kivu
Fr. 15'000
The former Partner sein stipendiary, the psychiatrist Dr Amani Busane, concentrates primarily on the psychological
and psychiatric treatment of children and young people sexually exploited during the civil war, as well as educating
the local population in Bukavu and on the island of Idjwi about the issues involved. This project is linked to the
hospital network project run by the Anglican Diocese of Bukavu.

T 02│Training of CMM Sisters / Sayuni
Fr. 4'000
The Anglican CMM Order promotes training of their members. Particularly novices joining the Order have often only
been educated to primary school level. They must undergo further training in order to be able to meet the
challenging demands of the health centre in their future roles as nursing sisters, midwives, epidemic nurses
(malaria/HIV), laboratory assistants and administrative staff. Qualified staff from their own ranks ensures continuity
and allows them to operate a self supporting, independent health centre in Sayuni and other locations of the CMM
Order.

K 09│Support for orphans / Goma, North-Kivu
Fr. 5'000
Orphaned children should be helped in a dignified and sustainable manner to achieve an independent life and a
sustainable future. In this project, some 75 war and rape victims under the age of 10 years are being supported in
their daily lives. They receive food and clothing as well as psychiatric and educational support. This project is also
heavily supported by the local population who supply some of the financing and provide accommodation for the
children.

T 04│Kindergarten / Masasi
Fr. 3'000
Since a number of years the CMM Sisters have run 3 Montessori kindergarten where small children are prepared for
school. Attending Kindergarten greatly increases the chance that the children will regularly attend higher schools and
finish their studies. This newly constructed Kindergarten in the rapidly growing town of Masasi, was opened in 2021.
In the difficult start phase (Corona restrictions) we are financing material, meal costs and transport costs for the
children.
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K09 Claudaline has worked voluntarily for many years in
support of needy children.

T 07│Girls Hostel / Masasi
Fr. 3'000
The girls hostel in Masai, run by the CMM sisters, guarantees girls from the countryside safe accommodation in the
town. It also enables them to gain knowledge in domestic and garden work as well as in nutrition and basic health
care. Currently, 20 girls aged between 12 and 18 live and work at the hostel. Partner sein finances the running costs
of the hostel, the purchase of farm animals and the costs of extending the vegetable and fruit garden. Food grown
can be used to better the diet of the girls and excess may be sold to generate income for the CMM Order.
Supported by the Swiss World Day of Prayer
South Sudan

Fr. 28'000

Ss 01│Vocational schooling for young people / Ibba
Fr. 12'000
In the diocesan training centre at Ibba various training opportunities are offered to teenagers and young adults. The
number of courses offered is continually expanding. Particularly, the school helps young women who, through the
confusion of civil war or early pregnancies, were unable to finish their primary school education, to obtain
administrative skills and to learn English. This will enable them to work and support themselves. Partner sein
supports the running costs of the school as well as the purchase of a maintenance free compact solar energy supply.
Supported by the ökumenische Kampagne and the Swiss World Day of Prayer
Ss 02│Construction of a vocational training centre / Ibba
Fr. 16'000
In 2019 and 2020 the extension to the training centre as well as the construction of toilet facilities was completed. In
the future, training in a trade will also be offered, which requires a suitable workshop. The shell of the building has
been completed in 2021 and the fitting out will be completed in 2022.
Supported by Solidarität neue Welt
Zambia

Fr. 2'500

S 01│School fees for girls / Kitwe
Fr. 2'500
The Anglican church affiliated "Cecily's Fund" enables orphans and other vulnerable children to receive schooling.
Partner sein has, over the years, financed various projects, which particularly allow girls from 14 to 19 years of age to
attend secondary school. This age group is particularly prone to dropping out of school, as the parents often are not
able to find the money for education or because the girls are a welcome source of labour at home. In 2022 1'400 girls
will be supported in a new training programme with more emphasis on aspects of health and more involvement of the
parents. Health visitors, who have previously been trained by Cecily's Fund, will be involved in this programme.

More information
You can find more information about us under www.partner-sein.ch
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U02 Dormitory for pupils, Kiwenda school.

U11 Farmers household school, Bulyakamu.

Uganda

Fr. 60'600

U 01│Schooling for Aids Orphans / Kanoni
Fr. 13'000
Every year, Partner sein pays the annual school fees for 60-70 children and young people. Apart from primary and
secondary schooling we also finance vocational training. Their motivation is high and this is reflected in good notes.
This education increases their chances of being able to earn a living and live an independent life, which in turn helps
the whole village.
U 02│Dormitory, Kiwenda school
Fr. 20'000
In the last two years of primary school, pupils usually live at the school in order to attend classes held in the evening.
For this reason, the school needs a dormitory for boys and a dormitory for girls. These will be built in stages in the
next two years.
U 05│Vicarage and church, Kanoni
Fr. 2'000
The dilapidated vicarage was renovated by Partner sein a few years ago. Through their own efforts, the parish has
commenced with the construction of a new church building to replace the old church which is badly infested by
termites. The foundations and the walls have been completed, but due to various Corona lockdowns, few church
services could take place, and the cash collection income to continue building is missing. We will support the parish
with a contribution toward the roof and other works so that the new church can soon be in service.
U 11│Farmers household school, Bulyakamu
Fr. 5'000
At the household school in Bulyakamu, young women and men from the village and the surrounding area can be
trained through courses and workshops in sustainable farming methods, the use of herbal medicines and also
receive general health knowledge. The necessary buildings have been constructed, the latest one being the school
kitchen. The model garden has been prepared. A building for medical consultations combined with a small pharmacy
is the next project to be supported by Partner sein, together with workshops which will be run in 2022 subject to the
easing of Corona related restrictions. Apart from the financing of training courses, seed for the model garden and
material for the preparation of herbal medicines and ointments will be paid by Partner sein.
Supported by the Swiss World Day of Prayer
U 12│School bus, Kanoni
Fr. 16'000
There are three schools at different locations within the parish of Kanoni. Pupils often have to walk long distances to
reach them. Cooperation between the schools is difficult due to the distances involved. A 25-30 seater school bus
with the capacity to travel the local earth roads, especially in the rainy season, would alleviate these problems. A
first tranche of the financing took place in 2021 and the second tranche will be paid in 2022, which will allow the
purchase of the vehicle.
U 13│Renewal and upgrade of electricity supply, Kanoni school
Fr. 4'000
Some years ago, the school in Kanoni was fitted out for solar energy. Several of the large, heavy batteries have
been replaced, but the system is partly defect and no longer runs properly. Over the next few years we will purchase
modern, efficient, compact and modular solar boxes to replace the present system and provide light and electricity to
the classrooms and the school offices.



Dear supporters of Partner sein,

« Climate Justice - Now! »

When I saw the pictures of the catastrophic flooding in Germany, I asked myself if this was a sign
of the apocalypse. In addition came the Covid-19 pandemic which hit the poor particularly hard.
We are living in an era of increasing catastrophes. Mankind has worked itself into a situation
where it is in danger of destroying itself, and does not know what the future will bring. Today,
people must live with the consequences of their lifestyle. This applies also to less developed
countries, where the populace may be affected by these lifestyle choices without themselves being
responsible for them.
Partner sein attempts to counter this trend with projects in Africa: in Uganda, Tanzania, the
Democratic Republic of Congo, Mozambique, South Sudan and Zambia. For the majority of our
projects, the local Anglican Church is our partner, often since many years. In the Philippines we
work with the Independent Philippine Church. In addition we support an ecumenical women's
project in Hong Kong. For 2022, Partner sein has prepared 31 projects in 8 countries. New
projects are in Uganda, the renewal of power supplies to Kanoni (U 13); in the Democratic
Republic of Congo, further training for the wives of Christian ministers (K 11) and the renovation of
the medical center in Bukavu (K 14). The special project for refugees has been replaced with a
reserve for disaster relief, allowing Partner sein to react quickly and unbureaucratically to disasters
in the world, be it people fleeing from armed conflicts, epidemics, earthquakes, typhoon damage
etc., wherever people are in urgent need of help.
We thank you in advance for your support

M01 A girl band performing at the refugee camp church,
Maratane.

C01 The refuge for women, Hong Kong.

Mozambique

Fr. 6'000

M 01│Psycho-social care for refugees in Maratane camp
Fr. 6'000
17'000 refugees from Ruanda, Burundi and DR Congo are living in this camp in northern Mozambique. Some have
been there up to 20 or more years without any prospect of return to the homelands. With the help of specialists, the
Anglican diocese of Nampula is helping these refugees to develop new perspectives and prepare for a life in
Mozambique. To help give refugee children a future perspective, in 2021 and 2022 a hostel will be built for secondary
school girls where they can receive additional training in market gardening and the raising of poultry. The sale of
eggs and chickens should help to finance the running costs. Partner sein will assist with the construction and
infrastructure of the poultry farm.
Supported by IAKDM (Internationale Altkatholische Diakonie und Mission)
Philippines

Raymond Dumont, President
Robert Amstutz, Anglican Church delegate to "Partner sein"

Fr. 32'500

On the island of Bohol, IFI, the independent Philippine Church, a member of the Old Catholic Utrecht convention, run
various kindergarten in isolated villages. Children of poor families can thus, free of charge or for a small fee, attend
kindergarten. Such attendance is a prerequisite to later attend primary school. In recent years, with the help of
Partner sein, six kindergarten, with place for 250 children, have been built or renovated. Currently Partner sein
assumes the running costs (salaries, uniform costs, school materials and food).
P 01 - P 06│Kindergarten / Bohol

Donations
• A donation of CHF 50 will support a girl for 6 months at the residential school in
Masasi, Tanzania.
• A donation of CHF 100 will enable four children to attend the first school class
at Kanoni School, Uganda.
• A donation of CHF 300 will finance a solar panel for the compact solar unit at
the vocational training centre in Ibba, South Sudan.
• A donation of CHF 500 will enable a poor family to purchase one cow in
Bukavu, Democratic Republic of Congo.
• A donation of CHF 1'300 will enable the tapping of one spring for drinking water
for the benefit of hundreds of households on the island of Idjwi, Democratic
Republic of Congo.
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Fr. 28'000

P 10│Training of Female Theologians / Urdaneta, Pangasinan
Fr. 4'500
In the seminary of Urdaneta Partner sein supports the theological studies of five young women who are called to the
priesthood within the IFJ Independent Philippine Church. Small renovations of the seminary are also being financed.
Supported by the Swiss World Day of Prayer
China

Fr. 3'000

C 01│Refuge for Women / Hong Kong
Fr. 3'000
In Hong Kong, young domestic female staff from the surrounding countries are often ill-treated, and thrown out
without any means of support. "Christian Action" takes these women off the streets and into their women's refuge
homes where they are provided with a bed, food, education and legal assistance.
Immediate help for urgent need

Fr. 8'000

Wherever in the world a catastrophe occurs, be it earthquake, flooding or any other occasion when immediate help is
required, Partner sein has an unbureaucratic possibility to assist with financial help.
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Committee of Partner sein
President
Raymond Dumont
Heinrich Wehrlistrasse 10, 5033 Buchs
+41 62 842 20 60
raymond.dumont@bluewin.ch
Vice president
Revd Anna Maria Kaufmann
Kramgasse 10, 3011 Bern
+41 31 318 06 57
anne-marie.kaufmann@ckkgbern.ch
Office
Revd Peter Grüter
Kirchgässli 2, 4310 Rheinfelden
+41 61 831 50 13
info@partner-sein.ch
Finances
Andreas Faessli
Grabenhalde 4, 4805 Brittnau AG
+41 79 211 70 12
finanzverwaltung@christkatholisch.ch

Planned spending 2022
Africa
Asia

23 projects
8 projects

Disaster victims
Total world

31 projects

Fr. 165'100
Fr.

35'500

Fr.

8'000

Partner sein
Etre Partenaires
Essere Solidali

Fr. 208'600

How to donate
If you would like to support any of these projects, or
Partner sein in general, please make your payment
to:
PC 25-10000-5
or
IBAN CH32 0900 0000 2501 0000 5
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Donations are tax deductible, and you will receive a
thank you confirmation.
Another possibility for you to help people in need is to
establish a legacy. Details can be found under
www.partner-sein.ch/en/partners-legacy.

Responsible for the projects in English-speaking
Africa
Beatrice Reusser Rüthy
Muristrasse 6 E, 3006 Bern
+41 31 351 26 12
beatrice.reusser@bluewin.ch
Responsible of the projects in French-speaking
Africa
Franz Peter Murbach
Avenue de Bellevaux 30, 2000 Neuchâtel
+41 76 489 11 73
franz.murbach@catholique-chretien.ch
Responsible for the projects in Asia
Raymond Dumont
Heinrich Wehrlistrasse 10, 5033 Buchs
+41 62 842 20 60
raymond.dumont@bluewin.ch

The aid agency of the
Swiss Old Catholic Church

Our donation account:
PC 25-10000-5
IBAN CH 32 0900 0000 2501 0000 5

Contact person for the Suisse romande
Curé Nassouh Toutoungi
Rue de la Chapelle 5, 2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds
+41 32 968 44 13
nassouh.toutoungi@catholique-chretien.ch
Contact person for the Anglican Church
Robert Amstutz
Schulstrasse 15, 5234 Villigen
+41 56 281 20 45
robert_amstutz@yahoo.com

Projects 2022

